In video coding, in-loop filter plays an essential role to reduce compression artifacts. This paper introduces a Fine-grained Region Adaptive Loop Filter (FR-ALF) approach for super-block coding based on the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) framework. To address the over-smoothing and low-efficient problems, we introduce a flexible low-complexity FR-ALF method that achieves a finer granularity to control the filtering effect. Moreover, we design a new communication mechanism in order to avoid encoding the same overhead information. Experimental results show that compared with recent advances, our FR-ALF method achieves a satisfactory bit-rate saving by 2.76% on average, and consumes an affordable complexity increment.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of industrial video applications [1] (e.g. video-on-demand (VoD) [2] , live over-the-top (OTT) [3] , Television broadcasting, video surveillance and conferencing [4] , 360 panoramic video [5] , etc.), Ultra high-definition (UHD) video format is expected as one of the most attractive services in 5G network. Video streaming is becoming the vast majority of data traffic, such as 80% of the global internet consumption by 2019, and 86% of the mobile data traffic by 2021 [6] .
High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [7] , [8] is the latest widely used video compression standard, which achieves the average coding efficiency by 50% bit-rate reduction compared with its predecessor H.264/Advanced Video Coding (AVC) under the same visual quality. Due to the block-based prediction coding and transform coding, many typical compression artifacts (e.g. blocking, ringing or blurring artifact) are caused by the quantization process [9] . As a result, HEVC The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Victor Sanchez. [12] , and (right) Proposed. employs two in-loop filters to alleviate these artifacts and enhance the reconstruction quality of the reference frames: (1) Deblocking filter (DF) [10] is used to remove the blocking artifact appeared in the boundary of coding units (CUs);
(2) Sample adaptive offset (SAO) [11] is adopted to reduce the ringing artifact based on the coding tree unit (CTU) level.
During the standardization of HEVC, adaptive loop filter (ALF) [13] is considered as the third in-loop filter after performing DF and SAO sequentially. ALF can reduce the ringing and blurring artifacts as shown in Fig. 1 , which VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 2. Framework of the proposed FR-ALF method. In Direct-MCU (mediate coding unit), SCU is directly split into several MCUs. In SCU-to-MCU, SCU is divided into CUs by a recursive quadtree partition. A light-weight neural network (NN) classifier is incorporated into the fast SCU modes decision. For each SCU, FR-ALF is employed to determine the filtering flag (i.e., ''on'' or ''off'') for each block.
is actually a Wiener filter [14] . The ALF coefficients are online trained on the encoder, and they are transmitted to the decoder. Typically, ALF needs to encode two types of information, including filter coefficients and control flags. Many efforts have been devoted to improving the ALF method for video coding. Jen Chiu and Xu [15] proposed to employ a frame-based ALF, where the filter control flag was transmitted at the picture level. Zhang et al. [16] incorporated the temporal prediction into the ALF computation, where the previous ALF parameters could be reused in HEVC. Matsumura et al. [17] adopted a non-local mean filter (NL-MF) to reduce the HEVC compression artifacts, where NL-MF took the weighted average of non-local similar patches. Hautala et al. [18] introduced a programmable hardware design of ALF for HEVC on embedded devices, where it could support the versatile use of circuits for the filter functionality without modifying the processor design. Han et al. [19] proposed a quadtree-based non-local Kuan's filter for HEVC, where the non-local similar patches are used to jointly remove the quantization noise. To reduce the overhead bits and computational complexity, Tsai et al. [20] optimized the ALF method for HEVC at the region level. Specifically, an input frame is divided into multiple nonoverlapping rectangular regions, where two or more regions may share the same filter. Zhang et al. [21] utilized the spatial-temporal similar blocks to form three types of predictions, and then jointly employed all three predictions to reduce the compression artifacts. Karczewicz et al. [22] introduced several geometric transformations (e.g. rotation, diagonal and vertical flip) into the filter region depending on the orientation of the gradient of the reconstructed samples which could save the signaling of filter coefficients. Recently, deep learning (DL) methods [23] - [26] have been employed to train some data-driven filters to improve the compression efficiency of HEVC. Since the DL-based filter methods are beyond the scope of this paper, the interested reader is referred to [27] .
UHD video format provides high-resolution, high framerate, high bit-depth, and wide color gamut. However, it also results in the compression difficulty. Super-block (e.g. a larger CTU size up to 512×512) has been studied to encode the UHD content, which achieves a higher coding efficiency based on the HEVC platform. It is believed that superblock [12] , [28] is essential to solve the compression problem of the UHD videos. Despite the existing contributions, the ALF method has not been fully investigated in the context of super-block video coding.
In this paper, we propose a new Fine-grained Region Adaptive Loop Filter (FR-ALF) method on the HEVC framework under the super-block condition. We summarize our main contributions compared with the previous publications: (1) 1) We design a new fine-grained filter control scheme to reduce the over-smoothing problem. In each filtered super-block, we support one or multiple basic filter blocks to better adapt to the local video content. 2) We adopt a simplified filter with only 17 coefficients to reduce both memory consumption and computation complexity. 3) We propose a new communication mechanism to address the overhead bits problem of FR-ALF.
Extensive experiments show that the proposed method obtains a significant coding performance improvement compared with recent advances by consuming affordable computation complexity. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the detailed background and description of the proposed FR-ALF method. Section III demonstrates the experimental results. Section IV concludes this work.
II. PROPOSED FR-ALF METHOD
A. SUPER-BLOCK CODING FRAMEWORK Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed FR-ALF method that is highlighted by the orange color. Our method is based on one of the latest SCU frameworks [12] . Wang et al. [12] constructs a data-driven framework in which the extension of CTU to super coding unit (SCU) is systematically studied based on the HEVC platform. Specifically, this SCU framework mainly consists of two phases, including SCU modes and fast SCU decision.
SCU Modes:
In this phase, an SCU is either encoded by Direct-MCU or SCU-to-MCU: (I) In Direct-MCU, SCU is directly divided into many mediate coding units (MCUs) whose size is no bigger than SCU and no smaller than the minimum CU. (II) In SCU-to-MCU, SCU is divided into multiple CUs with various sizes by a recursive quadtree partition, where the minimum CU is equal to MCU.
• Partition depth feature is extracted from neighboring SCUs to measure content change in both spatial and temporal dimension. Partition depths are extracted from the right-most non-overlapping 4×4 blocks of the left adjacent SCU and the bottom-most non-overlapping 4×4 blocks of the upper adjacent SCU.
• Prediction estimation feature is extracted from motion vectors (MVs) in inter-frame coding, and direction modes (DMs) in intra-frame coding. The prediction information of adjacent 4×4 blocks from the left and upper SCUs is extracted as a motion feature.
• Texture homogeneity feature is extracted to measure spatial texture by considering both mean absolute difference (MAD) and gradient per pixel (GPP) [29] information of sample intensity. Finally, a three-layers neural network (NN) is trained to classify Direct-MCU and SCU-to-MCU. The interested reader is referred to [12] .
As CTU is extended to SCU for UHD video coding, the basic filtering block with the size equal to SCU can result in over-smoothing effect as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . It is one of the main problems when applying for ALF based on the SCU coding in HEVC. Thus, the investigation of ALF is crucial in the context of the super-block coding. We adopt the FR-ALF algorithm to address the over-smoothing problem in the next sections.
B. FILTER COEFFICIENT MODELING
We first introduce some notations used in the rest of this paper. Let y k denote the vector form of the k-th original image block, Y k . Let x k denote the vector form of the k-th filtered block, X k . Let c k denote the related coefficient vector of the filter C k .
Our target filter is designed to minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the original pixel value y k [m] and the filtered pixel value x k [m], which is modeled by
where is the filter template. We see that the objective function of Eq. (1) is convex, so the filter coefficient c k [m] that minimizes J k can be obtained by setting ∂J k ∂c k [m] = 0 for all values of m. We can further derive the following relationship based on these derivative equations, where M is the total number of pixel in the k-th block, R xx is the auto-correlation matrix of the filtered pixels, and R yx is the cross-correlation matrix between the filtered and target pixel values. Since there are M linear equations to be solved for the filter coefficients in Eq. (2), it yields as many equations as unknowns. In other words, the Gaussian elimination method can be used to solve the optimal filter coefficients c k in the MSE sense.
C. SIMPLIFIED COEFFICIENT COMPUTATION
To achieve a better coding efficiency, the optimization process, in Eq. (1), is adopted in the coding loop to reduce the compression artifacts for both the current frame and reference frame. Meanwhile, the filter coefficients are obtained based on the statistics of coding error. The associated filters are updated in a frame-by-frame way. The number of ALF coefficients results in high consumption of computation and memory for the hardware implementation of video codec [13] . To alleviate these limitations, a symmetrical filter is employed in our method. The main reason is that symmetrical coefficients save the storage space.
In FR-ALF, we adopt a combination of 7×7 cross shape and 3×3 rectangular shape with the center position c 8 as shown in Fig. 3 . There are a total of 17 coefficients in the proposed filter which reduces the memory consumption compared with the adopted filter of 19 coefficients in [20] . It is also worth noting that we only compute nine equations (e.g. M = 9) to solve the problem of Eq. (2), which has an affordable computation complexity in Section III.
D. IMPROVED FINE-GRAINED REGION ADAPTATION
Eq. (2) can be solved based on the frame level. In this case, each frame has a unique filter. However, a typical frame usually contains various textures, but one filter can be very low efficiency. To maintain similar pixels filtered by a corresponding filter, we adopt a non-overlapping region-based ALF strategy [13] , where each region, termed as R, can have a filter. There is a total of 16 regions (e.g. R i , i = 0, 1, ..., 15) for a frame. Each R i consists of the roughly equal number of SCUs except for the boundary regions. Thus, there are up to 16 filters used for each frame. Fig. 4 shows a typical example of the proposed fine-grained filter design. First, a frame is first divided into 16 regions. Second, each R i contains one or two SCUs that are the maximum filtered block represented by X max . Third, each X max further comprises many basic filtered block represented by X min , which is configured as the minimum filter block (MFB). In this figure, R 0 coincidentally contains one X max illustrated by the blue rectangular box, whereas it contains four MFBs. It is worth noting that the proposed fine-grained filter block is designed to be independent of CU. The main reason is that our filter block design controls the computational complexity by choosing a suitable size of X min .
To save the overhead bits, we allow neighboring regions share one filter. In such a case, a region merge method [20] is used to find the best group result of region combinations in the raster-scanning order. As a result, there are two extreme cases related to the total number of filters: (1) all 16 regions share one filer; (2) each region has their own filter. In order to parse the mapping information between regions and filters, one syntax element is sent to the decoder. The syntax signals one of three modes, including one filter (OF), two filters (TF), and more than two filters (MTTF). Fig. 5 provides an example of the region-filter mapping in the MTTF mode. In this figure, there are 16 regions and six different filters. The mapping index is denoted as [0,0,0,0,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,3,4,4,4,5], and it can be encoded by the DPCM (differential pulse-code modulation) method as [0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,1]. It is also noted that this mapping relationship is not required in the OF and TF modes: (1) In the OF mode, there is no merge information encoded, because all regions are merged; (2) In the TF mode, the mapping information is only sent at the start position of applying to the second filter.
E. PROPOSED FR-ALF OPTIMIZATION
After the FR-ALF coefficients are obtained in Eq. (1), every pixel in the block, X k , is processed by the linear symmetric filter, C k , as shown in Fig. 3 . The block size of X k is equal to that of X min . Assuming that the pixel, x k [n], is located at the center position of C k , it is updated as the sum of the weighted product of its neighboring pixels.
where n is the local filter window centered at the pixel n, and x k [n] is the output filtered pixel.
To maintain a fine-grained filtering effect, we propose to perform the rate distortion optimization (RDO) scheme for every MFB in a frame. We describe three main steps as follows.
Firstly, assuming that FR-ALF is applied to the k-th block (i.e., X k ), we denote the status of FR-ALF as ''on''. In this case, the overall rate-distortion (R-D) cost is computed by
where J on k is the R-D cost of X k when performing FR-ALF, N is the total number of the pixels in X k , λ 1,2 denotes the Lagrange multipliers, R (c k ) denotes the rate cost of encoding the FR-ALF coefficients c k = [c k [0], c k [1] , ..., c k [8] ] T , and R (·) is the rate cost of encoding X k except for the FR-ALF coefficients.
Secondly, when there is no FR-ALF applied to X k , x k [n] = x k [n] in Eq. (3). In this case, the status of FR-ALF is denoted as ''off''. Thus, the R-D cost with the FR-ALF ''off'', J off k , is obtained by Eq. (4) , where R c m k is zero.
Finally, we perform the FR-ALF on the block X k , if J on k < J off k . Otherwise, the FR-ALF computation is skipped on the encoder side. 
F. NEW FR-ALF SYNTAX MECHANISM
In this section, we introduce a new communication mechanism to support the proposed FR-ALF method in the context of super-block coding. The basic FR-ALF syntax is provided in Fig. 6 . The FR-ALF coefficient information is encapsulated in the adaptive parameter set (APS), where there are up to 16 filters for Y-component, 1 for U-component and 1 for V-component. APS has an identifier flag that is utilized to derive the shared information at the picture level. When the picture level flag is ''on'', the SCU level flags are encoded in the bitstream.
To support FR-ALF, we introduce two new control flags, max_alf_flag and min_alf_flag, in the SCU level bitstream. (1) max_alf_flag signals the most coarsegrained filter block, X max . (2) min_alf_flag signals the most fine-grained filter block, X min . Specifically, the former is encoded at the SCU level, whereas the latter is dependent on the minimum filter block size. The fine-grained level is configured on the encoder side, and X min ranges from the minimum CU size to the SCU size. However, the aforementioned communication method can result in the overhead bit problem. For instance, when all MFBs, X min , are filtered by FR-ALF in the same X max , it consumes too many overhead bits to denote the associated min_alf_flag with the same value. To address this problem, we propose to add a new control flag, all_skip_flag. We use all_skip_flag to denote that all MFBs are filtered by FR-ALF in the current X max .
Specifically, if all_skip_flag is equal to 1, there is no min_alf_flag signaled and the decoder infers min_alf_flag for all MFBs within the current X max . If all_skip_flag is 0, min_alf_flag is explicitly encoded into the bitstream.
Algorithm 1 gives the modified syntax in our FR-ALF method. We use a function, alf_parsing(· · · , max_alf_flag), to demonstrate how to parse all_skip-_flag and min_alf_flag. We use ''Inferring ...'' to denote that the actual flag values are not encoded into the bitstream and the decoder needs to infer the associated flag, whereas we use ''Parsing ...'' to denote that the decoder needs to parse the practical flag values. It is worth noting that the syntax decoding of max_alf_flag is same as that of the SCU level as shown in Fig. 6 . For the detailed description of HEVC decoding, we refer the interested readers to [30] .
G. OVERALL FR-ALF ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe the detailed algorithm of the proposed FR-ALF method as below.
Task: Obtain the values of max_alf_flag, min_alf_ flag, all_skip_flag, and one temporary R-D cost argument rdcost_alf.
Initialization: Initialize filter block index k = 0, and set its maximum value as K − 1 which is the total number of fine-grained filter blocks X min in a X max .
Step 1: Set the temporary R-D cost rdcost_alf=0, and compute the min_alf_flag value for each X min .
Main Iteration: Increase k by 1 in the current X max , then perform the following steps:
Step 1.1: Compute J on k and J off k according to Eqs. (4) and (5) for each X min .
Step 1.2: If J on k < J off k , set min_alf_flag=1. Otherwise, set min_alf_flag=0.
Step 1.3: Update the R-D cost as rdcost_alf = rdc-ost_alf+ min{J on k , J off k }. Step 1.4: Check that if k < K , apply to another iteration. Otherwise, jump to Step 2.
Step 2: Check that if min_alf_flag=1 for all X min , set all_skip_flag=1. Otherwise, set all_skip_flag =0.
Step 3: Compute the R-D cost with the FR-ALF ''off'' for X max by Eq. (5) marked as J off k .
Step 4: If J off k <rdcost_alf, set max_alf_flag =0. Otherwise, set max_alf_flag =1.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the performance of the proposed method, we implement it into the HEVC reference software HM 16.6 [31] on a computer with 16GB RAM and i7-7700@3.6GHz CPU. The graphics processing unit (GPU) is not used for all tests.
We conduct three experiments to meet the diverse video applications, including the all-intra (AI) encoder_intra-_main10.cfg, low-delay (LD) encoder_lowdelay_main10.cfg and random-access (RA) profile encoder_randomaccess_ma-in10.cfg, respectively.
In the experiments, the anchor method is HM 16.6 with the SCU size of 256×256 [12] (e.g. denoted by ''HM16.6+ [12] ''). We also compare our method with two recent methods including Han et al. [19] and Tsai et al. [20] . In addition, all the encoder configurations are set to the same as default. X min is 64×64, and X max is 256×256.
1) DATASET AND MEASUREMENTS
A total of 14 UHD video sequences from Xiph.org [32] are used as the test dataset [12] . All the test videos have highresolutions (e.g., 4096×2160), high frame-rate (e.g., 60 fps), and high bit-depth (e.g., 10-bit). Since the encoding time of the UHD video is not a negligible quantity, only 100 frames are encoded in the experiments. The characteristics of all test video sequences are summarized in Table 1 . [12] (20720 bits, 13120 bits, 11192 bits, 9776 bits, 11352 bits), Han [19] (20360 bits, 12984 bits, 11360 bits, 20360 bits, 9480 bits, 11296 bits), Tsai [20] (20544 bits, 12360 bits, 11792 bits, 9640 bits, 11048 bits) and FR-ALF (20600 bits, 13288 bits, 11808 bits, 9288 bits, 11166 bits).
Bjøntegaard Delta rate (BD-rate) [33] has been widely used to measure the performance of video coding algorithms. In this research, BD-rate is used as the main measurement. The BD-rate value for each sequence is computed by four QPs={22, 27, 32, 37}, where a negative value means bit-rate saving.
Video Multi-method Assessment Fusion (VMAF) [34] is one of the latest open-source video quality index formulated by Netflix, which is widely accepted to evaluate the video quality in both academia and industry. VMAF employs machine learning method to train a fusion model based on several robust full-reference quality metrics, which is focused on quality degradation due to compression and re-scaling. Thus, we also provide the comparison results in terms of VMAF. In the experiments, we use the default pretrained model, e.g. vmaf_v0.6.1.pkl.
Structural Similarity (SSIM) [35] is one of the most widely used objective metrics to assess image and video quality. Thus, we also provide the average SSIM results in the experiments.
We measure the computational complexity by
where T avg is the average complexity, and T cad and T ref are the actual average running time of the candidate and reference methods, respectively.
2) OVERALL BD-RATE PERFORMANCE Table 2 tabulates the overall BD-rate comparisons. Comparing with [12] , Han et al. [19] obtains the average bitrate saving by −1.39%, −1.32% and −1.68% under the AI, LD and RA configurations, respectively. Meanwhile, Tsai et al. [20] achieves the average bit-rate reduction by -1.61%, −1.64% and −2.17% under the AI, LD and RA configurations, respectively. FR-ALF achieves the best coding efficiency in comparison with [19] and [20] . Our method obtains the average BD-rate reductions by 2.11%, 2.52% and 3.65% under the AI, LD and RA configurations, respectively.
3) R-D PERFORMANCE Fig. 7 shows the average R-D results of all 14 video sequences. The X-axis is the average bit-rate results which are produced at QPs= {22, 27, 32, 37}, and the Y-axis is the corresponding average PSNR values. From these R-D curves, we can see that HM16.6+ [12] provides the lowest coding performance. Meanwhile, compared with the other three methods, our method obtains the best compression efficiency. Fig. 8 shows the subjective quality comparisons. For comparison, raw frames (i.e., termed as Raw) are provided without compression. From the left column to the right column, we show the reconstruction results of ''Crosswalk'', [20] , and our FR-ALF. Furthermore, we magnify two rectangular crops by four times. Similar results can be observed for the other video sequences in Table 1 . Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 
4) SUBJECTIVE VISUAL QUALITY

5) VMAF AND SSIM PERFORMANCE
6) MEAN OPINION SCORE (MOS) PERFORMANCE
We performed the subjective experiments on the SKY-WORTH 65Q7A monitor with the size of 65 inches in the laboratory environment. We employed the MSU Perceptual Video Quality Tool. 1 to collect the test data. There were 15 subjects who participated in the evaluation procedure guided by VQEG HDTV test [36] . Each subject needed to choose a video quality score from five levels, where the reference (Left) and distorted (Right) videos were simultaneously shown on the monitor. The average mean opinion score (MOS) was considered as the final score for each video sequence. In the experiments, we randomly selected the compressed videos at QP=27, and we had a total of 56 video clips. Fig. 11 shows the final MOS results. In the experiments, we observe that most subjects attempt to give lower MOS scores for ''DinnerScen'' and ''DrivingPOV''. We think that one of the main reasons is that these two sequences have the dim lighting conditions which affects the overall quality evaluations.
From Fig. 9, Fig. 10 , and Fig. 11 , one can see that FR-ALF provides almost the same average VMAF and SSIM scores compared with the other three methods. It is worth noting that our FR-ALF method obtains these objective results by saving 2.76% in terms of BD-rate in average, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
7) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
We provide the average complexity comparisons in Table 2 . Compared with [12] , Han et al. [19] increases the average encoding time by 186.28%, 164.11%, and 145.92% under the AI, LD and RA configurations, respectively. It is noted that the main encoder complexity is introduced by searching the similar patches to compute the filter coefficients.
Tsai et al. [20] employs a low complexity method to perform the filter process on the encoder. It increases the average running time by 7.05%, 5.43%, and 4.94% under the AI, LD and RA configurations, respectively.
Meanwhile, the proposed FR-ALF achieves a comparable complexity in contrast with [20] . Specifically, our method increases the average encoding complexity by 9.38%, 6.03%, and 6.82% under the AI, LD and RA configurations, respectively. One can see that our method consumes an affordable running time complexity (e.g. 7.41% on average), but provides a better BD-rate performance (e.g. 2.76% on average).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an efficient FR-ALF approach to eliminate the compression artifacts for super-block coding.
We optimize it to better control the granularity of the FR-ALF filter, and design a new communication method to solve the overhead bits problem as well as to reduce the encoding complexity. Experimental results show that our method obtains a significant bit-rate saving with affordable complexity.
